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The talented young jazz singer Noa Lur (Spain) is defined by allaboutjazz.com as “a force 
of nature”. Her latest album, Troublemaker (Warner Music) has been awarded as Best 
Jazz Production in Spain and she has played in big festivals round Europe (Portugal, 
France, Qatar, Turkey, Maroco…) also opening for Bobby Mcferrin and Macy Gray 
Furthermore, she became several times NUMBER 1 at Itunes jazz and has been 
considered one of the best young jazz singers in Europe. Noa has not only a fresh and 
gifted voice but also a special talent as a composer mixing her spanish roots with jazz 
music. In her latest album she had the special support of the trumpeter Christian Scott 
through a wonderful collaboration on Noa´s song “Wind Blow”. 

LISTEN TO TROUBLEMAKER HERE!

             
THE BAND LIVE : LINE UP 

Voice: NOA LUR 
Piano and keyboards: DAVID SANCHO  
Electric bass: ANDER GARCÍA  

Drums: DAVID FERNÁNDEZ 
Tenor Sax: MAURICIO GÓMEZ 
Guitar: TONY PEREYRA 

NOALUR.COM

https://open.spotify.com/album/5nekLW5f8YwTzHQCxA0v3O
http://noalur.com


NOA´S VIDEOS 

THE DREAM                                                          WALK YOUR TALK 

SOMBRAS                                                                 

                   SOMBRAS                                         THE TEASER (FEAT CHRISTIAN SCOTT)   

     
NEW ALBUM - TROUBLEMAKER (WARNER MUSIC) 

TROUBLEMAKER is a project supported by the Spanish National Theatre Network and is 
included in the spanish Best Projects Catalogue (AECID). Troublemaker offers a 
contemporary, open and experimental sound, straight melodies and arrangements that 
wander from groove to European sounds. Noa has written several original songs 
exclusively for this fresh new album, which also includes songs by some of the greatest jazz 
composers of the country. It sends a positive but also a revolutionary message. An internal 
evolution and revolution, change, action. 

TROUBLEMAKER has been mixed and mastered by the great engineer Pete Karam (Pat 
Metheny, Ray Charles, Eric Clapton…). Noa Lur has produced the album with the fantastic 
musician Moisés Sánchez, also in charge of the musical arrangements. Many renowned 
musicians and artists have collaborated in the making of Troublemaker, such as Christian 
Scott or Antonio Lizana. 
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http://noalur.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2468mMugNE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSmTlO_-Vec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TGrwocR9kE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TGrwocR9kE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNyAcPTTPxs


 

                                   
DEBUT ALBUM: BADAKIT, N 1 Itunes 
Three of the most renowned Spanish Jazz pianists –Moisés Sánchez, Pepe Rivero and Luis 
Guerra- accompany Noa in her debut album BADAKIT. She reinvents great standards with 
her duets, flirts with bolero and is the composer of several songs, including the one who 
names the album, in which we can also listen to the evocative collaboration of txalaparta 
musicians, Oreka TX. This breathtaking work, recorded in the last months of 2013 studio 
live like in the old days, reflects Noa’s special emotional depth, which has greatly exceeded 
expectations both in the national and international Jazz scene. 
  

MORE NOA 
Noa sings as main singer in spanish most renowned Big Bands, such as Symphony 
Orchestra of Bilbao, Walter Sax Big Band, Bob Sands Big Band, Santander Big Band and 
Amaniel Big Band among others. 

CONTACT 
noalur@noalur.com 
+34 605 72 34 59 
noalur.com 
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